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1.   INTRODUCTION  

 
Pierview  Academy  is  a  school  that  offers  short,  medium  and  long  term  provision  for  learners                
with  Social,  Emotional  and  Mental  Health  (SEMH)  difficulties  and  a  range  of  other  Special               
Educational  Needs  and  Disabilities  (SEND).  This  policy  acknowledges  that  the  learners  are             
likely  to  find  it  more  difficult  than  their  mainstream  peers  to  manage  their  own  emotions  and                 
behaviour.  Poor  behaviour  can  stem  from  personal  problems  or  difficulties.  Pierview            
Academy  recognises  that  sanctioning  poor  or  challenging  behaviour  without  understanding           
the  reasons  behind  it  will  only  have  short  term  effects.  This  will  not  provide  a  lasting  solution                  
or  support  learners  in  learning  to  manage  their  own  behaviour.  Long-term  strategies  to              
manage  poor  or  challenging  behaviour  may  include  changing  the  learning  environment,            
reducing   a   learner’s   timetable   and/or   outreach   provision.  
 
We  aim  to  give  our  learners  the  capacity  and  skills  to  manage  their  own  and  understand                 
others’  emotions.  In  order  to  achieve  this  we  create  an  environment  that  encourages              
learners   to   reflect   upon   their   behaviour   and   offers   them   strategies   to   cope.  
 
Experiencing  teaching  of  a  high  quality  is  essential  in  promoting  and  maintaining  good              
behaviour   inside   and   outside   the   learning   environment.   
 
In  summary,  the  Behaviour  Management  Policy  has  been  written  to  anticipate  the  possible              
difficulties  that  can  occur  during  the  school  day  to  ensure  that  all  staff,  parents/carers  and                
learners:  
a)   understand   the   actions   that   can   be   taken   to   avoid   or   resolve   any   difficulties  
b)   understand   the   sanctions   that   may   result   from   poor   or   challenging   behaviour   
c)   have   experience   of   celebrating   successes   with   respect   to   developing   positive   social   and   
     learning   behaviours   
 
We   strive   to   create   an   environment   where:  
 

● Learning   is   supported   and   attitudes   to   learning   are   positive  
● Parents/carers,   staff   and   learners   promote   positive   behaviour   in   school  
● Learners’  behaviour  during  and  outside  lessons  is  good;  including  learning           

environments   in   other   locations  
● Good  behaviour  and  good  work  is  recognised  and  acknowledged;  learners  are  proud             

of   their   achievements  
● Learners  can  learn  the  importance  of  taking  responsibility  for  their  own  actions  by              

developing   their   self-discipline   skills  
● Learners  can  gain  an  understanding  of  their  role  in  the  wider  community  and  in               

society   and   can   appreciate   the   need   to   treat   all   people   with   respect  
● Skilled  and  highly  consistent  behaviour-management  by  all  staff  makes  a  strong            

contribution   to   improvements   in   behaviour   over   time  
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There  are  some  fundamental  beliefs  that  underpin  our  approach  to  modelling,  creating  and              
promoting   good   behaviour:  
 

● We  exemplify  and  provide  a  positive,  safe  and  caring  learning  environment  where             
every   person   is   valued   and   respected  

● For  some  learners  it  is  identified  that  they  require  additional  support  and  this  will  be                
incorporated  into  their  individual  Risk  Assessment,  in  order  to  maintain  a  safe             
learning/working   environment   for   learners   and   staff.  

● All  learners  have  the  right  to  consistent  and  high-quality  learning  with  minimal             
disruption   from   other   learners  

● Regular   communication   between   learners,   parents/carers   and   staff   is   vital   
● In  the  unlikely  event  that  an  individual  is  hurt,  abused  or  bullied  by  others  in  school                 

they  will  be  listened  to  and  will  receive  support  –  such  incidents  are  taken  very                
seriously   and   investigated  

● Developing  the  self-esteem  of  our  learners  is  very  important  in  preparing  them  to  be               
successful   

● The  curriculum  is  acknowledged  to  play  a  crucial  role  in  the  management  of              
behaviour  in  school.  Learners  who  are  motivated,  engaged  and  interested  are  more             
likely   to   manage   their   behaviour   well  

● The   school   collaborates   with   external   agencies   to   support   our   learners  
● The   Student   Voice   is   important   when   making   whole   school   decisions  
● Every  learner  is  treated  as  an  individual  and  their  SEND  is  taken  into  account  in  all                 

aspects   of   school   life  
 

 
2.   EXPECTATIONS   OF   LEARNERS  

 
The  Senior  Leadership  Team  and  the  school  Behaviour  Lead  take  an  active  role  in  the                
management  of  behaviour  in  the  school.  They  work  across  the  staff  team  to  maintain  a                
positive  and  productive  teaching  and  learning  environment  and  support  each  other  as             
colleagues   in   maintaining   positive   behaviour.  
 
Taking  part  in  educational  visits,  work  experience  and  accessing  alternative  provision  are  all              
a  significant  part  of  what  Pierview  Academy  is  able  to  offer  learners.  Every  effort  will  be                 
made  to  ensure  that  these  experiences  are  offered  to  all  learners  according  to  need  and  in  all                  
situations  risk  assessments  will  be  completed  in  advance.  A  learner  may  be  prevented  from               
accessing  planned  learning  outside  of  the  classroom  where  poor  behaviour  suggests  that             
the   learner   may   put   the   health   and   safety   of   themselves   or   others   at   risk.  
 
This  policy  outlines  how  positive  behaviour  and  attitudes  are  to  be  promoted  at  the  school                
and  how  we  plan  to  eliminate  instances  of  poor  behaviour.  Where  appropriate  the  Behaviour               
Lead  may  draw  up  an  individual  Behaviour  Support  Plan/Positive  Handling  Plan  in             
consultation   with   Teachers/Tutors   and   other   professionals.   
 
The   following   key   guidelines   are   shared   with   the   learners:   
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Traveling   to   and   from   school  
● I   will   be   a   safe,   courteous   and   responsible   passenger  

Arriving   at   school  
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● I  will  greet  people  politely  at  the  beginning  of  the  day;  and  in  all  my  interactions                 
throughout  the  school  day  I  will  be  respectful  and  mindful  of  others’  differences  and               
I   will   value   diversity  

● I   will   sign   in   and   join   my   Form   Tutor   in   my   Form   Room  
● I   will   hand   my   phone   to   my   Form   Tutor   or   Key   Worker   for   safe   keeping  
● I   will   make   myself   ready   for   my   school   day  
● I  will  complete  my  Good  Morning  Session  (GMS)  work,  and  take  pride  in  the  work                

in   my   GMS   folder  

General   conduct   around   the   school  
● I  will  respect  guidance  on  healthy  living  and  therefore  acknowledge  that  smoking  is              

discouraged   
● I   will   wear   appropriate   clothing   and   footwear   for   school,   ensuring:  

○ I   remove   jewellery   for   PE   and   practical   sessions,   such   as   Construction  
○ I   wear   Personal   Protective   Equipment   (PPE)   as   provided   and/or   instructed  

Assemblies  
● I   will   come   to   Assembly   on   time   and   ready   to   listen   and   take   part  
● I   will   respect   the   ‘One   Voice’   rule  
● If  I  don’t  attend  Assembly  I  will  make  purposeful  use  of  the  time  and  my  Form                 

Tutor/Key   Worker   will   share   the   content   with   me   during   the   week  

Lessons   (ARE)   -   see   Section   4   &   Appendix   1  
● I  will attend lessons  on  time.  I  will  ask  permission  of  the  Teacher/Tutor  before               

leaving   a   lesson  
● I   will    respect    others   and   the   learning   environment  
● I   make   the    effort     to   complete   my   work   to   the   best   of   my   ability  

Use   of   Computers  
● I  acknowledge  that  computers  are  primarily  a  learning  resource  and  my  use  of              

them   will   reflect   this  
● I  will  only  use  computers  to  listen  to  music  appropriate  to  school.  During  a  lesson,                

this   is   with   the   express   permission   of   that   Teacher/Tutor  

Learning   Outside   the   Classroom   and   in   the   Community  
● I  will  be  a  safe,  courteous  and  responsible  learner  -  at  the  venue  and  whilst                

traveling  
● I  will  manage  any  distractions  and  focus  on  my  learning  objective  and  follow  my               

Tutor’s   instructions  

Breaktimes  
● I   will   enjoy   this   time   with   my   friends/peers  
● I   will   take   the   opportunity   to   socialise   appropriately   with   others  
● I   will   make   sure   that   I   am   refreshed   and   ready   for   my   next   lesson  

Lunchtimes   
● I   will   eat   food   and   drink   in   The   Hub   



 
 
3.   PARENTS   AND   CARERS  

 
The  involvement  of  parents  and  carers  is  essential  to  the  effectiveness  of  this  policy.  Good                
communication  is  vital  to  build  positive,  collaborative  working  relationships.  Staff  are            
available  for  parents/carers  to  contact  by  phone  or  email.  The  school  keeps  individual              
Behaviour  Logs  and  Incident  Reports  and  these  can  be  shared  with  parents/carers  if              
requested.   
 
Some  concerns  raised  may  require  additional  intervention  and/or  support  for  the  individual.             
Any  targets  set  and  progress  made  will  be  recorded  in  the  learner’s  Individual  Education               
Plan  (IEP).  Exceptional  positive  behaviour  and/or  progress  against  behaviour  targets  will  be             
acknowledged   and   shared   with   parents/carers.  
 
The  Behaviour  Lead  will  report  on  a  learners’  general  behaviour  in  the  learner’s  Annual               
School   Report.  
 
The  school  may  liaise  with  parents/carers  if  a  learner  has  ongoing  poor  behaviour  or  if  a                 
serious   concern/incident   requires   a   sanction   (see   Section   5).  
 

 
4.   ARE   Tracker   
 
For  each  lesson  Pierview  Academy  uses  a  system  to  record  and  monitor A ttendance,              
R espect   and    E ffort   towards   learning,   which   is   known   as   the   ARE   tracker.   
 
Any  poor/unacceptable  behaviour  is  recorded  throughout  the  day  will  be  added  to  the              
learner’s  Behaviour  Log  and  there  will  be  reflection  on  these  by  the  learner  alongside  their                
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● I   will   take   the   opportunity   to   socialise   appropriately   with   others  
● After  my  lunch  I  will  make  purposeful  use  of  my  time  and/or  enjoy  this  time  with  my                  

friends/peers  
● I   will   make   sure   that   I   am   refreshed   and   ready   for   my   next   lesson  

Tutor   Time   (2.45pm)  
● I   will   return   to   my   Tutor   Room   at   the   end   of   the   day  
● I   will   discuss   my   day   with   my   Form   Tutor/Key   Worker  
● I   will   complete   any   work   that   may   be   outstanding   
● I   will   wait   to   be   called   before   I   leave   my   Tutor   Room   to   get   my   taxi   home  

Post-16   learners  
● I  will  endeavour  to  develop  my  independence  and  realise  my  aspirations  for  my              

future   beyond   Pierview  
● I  will  make  good  use  of  the  Post-16  Suite  -  treating  it,  its  contents  and  my  peers                  

with   respect  
● I   will   ensure   that   my   words   and   actions   set   a   good   example   to   younger   learners  
● I  will  respect  the  privilege  of  being  able  to  have  my  phone  for  use  in  the  Post-16                  

Suite;  and  will  ensure  that  my  use  of  it  is  appropriate  and  not  a  distraction  in  my                  
lessons  



Form  Tutor,  Behaviour  Lead  or  a  member  of  the  SMT  at  a  suitable  point  during  that  school                  
day  in  order  that  the  learner  can  re-engage  with  expectations  as  soon  as  possible.  If  it  is  felt                   
necessary,   this   will   be   communicated   to   the   parent/carer.   

 
 

5.   CONSEQUENCES   -   REWARDS,   SANCTIONS   and   EXCLUSIONS  
 

Rewards  
 
Recognising   Achievement  
Staff  will  share  news  about  positive  work  and  behaviour  with  the  learner  and  parents/carers.               
Examples   of   how   achievement   is   recognised   include:  

● Verbal   praise   and   acknowledgement  
● Written  comments  on  learners’  work  -  recognising  achievement  as  well  as  including             

developmental   comments  
● Parent/carers’   evening   
● Celebration  Assembly  each  Friday  afternoon  to  share  learner’s  successes  for  the            

week   eg.   as   recorded   by   staff   on   ‘Success   Slips’   
● Postcards   home   
● Displaying   work   around   school  
● Letters   and   phone   calls   to   parents/carers  

 
 
Enrichment   Programme    (see   Appendix   2)   
The   aim   Friday   afternoon’s   Enrichment   programme   is   to   provide   all   learners   with:  

● Incentives   to   succeed   and   the   recognition   of   achievements  
● A  positive  environment  to  develop  social-emotional  skills  through  collaborative  work           

and   group   activities  
● Possibilities  to  experience  and  take  part  in  new  activities  -  to  extend  learning              

opportunities  
● A  chance  to  study  at  greater  depth  and  complexity,  whilst  pursuing  areas  of  interest               

and   strength  
● Opportunities   to   extend   education   and   learning   beyond   the   classroom  
● Fun  learning  opportunities  to  help  learners  concentrate,  engage  more  and  develop            

problem-solving   skills   
 
Sanctions  
 
All  Pierview  Academy  staff  will  endeavour  to  encourage  learners  to  make  good  choices  and               
put  in  place  reasonable  support  in  order  to  manage  a  learner’s  behaviour  to  minimise  the                
need  for  sanctions.  It  is  acknowledged  that  where  overused,  sanctions  are  likely  to  be  less                
effective.  
 
Sanctions  will  be  differentiated  according  to  learners’  age  and  Key  Stage  and  will  take  into                
consideration   the   special   needs   and   developmental   level   of   the   individual.  
 
All  ALP  staff  are  ‘Team  Teach’  trained  which  includes  strategies  to  de-escalate  situations  as               
well  as  safe  holds  for  serious  situations.  All  learners  have  an  individual  Risk  Assessment               
that   is   regularly   reviewed   and   updated.   
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“Team  Teach  is  designed  to  reduce  the  reliance  on  restraint  and  restriction  by              
expanding  the  toolbox  of  positive  behavioural  supports.  Reducing  risk  involves  giving            
staff  the  confidence  to  take  decisive  action  when  it  is  necessary  in  order  to  keep                
individuals  safe,  whilst  at  the  same  time  encouraging  better  assessment,  planning            
and  communication  to  enable  staff  teams  to  anticipate  foreseeable  hazards  and            
avoid   them.”  (Taken   from   the   Team   Teach   workbook)    

  
 
  Examples   of   sanctions   that   can   be   used   are:  

● Loss  of  break/lunchtimes  to  reflect  and/or  complete  missed  work  -  with            
Tutors/Behaviour   Lead   or   a   member   of   the   Senior   Leadership   Team  

● Loss   or   suspension   of   privileges  
● Withdrawal   of   rewards/Enrichment  
● Withholding  of  participation  in  a  school  activity  or  trip  that  is  not  an  essential  part  of                 

the   curriculum  
● A  learner  being  sent  home  from  school  ie.  a  fixed-term  exclusion  -  known  as  a                

‘cooling-off’   period.  
 
All  sanctions  are  recorded  in  the  individual  learner’s  Behaviour  Log;  and  outcomes             
monitored.  
 
Serious   Incidents  
Where  a  serious  incident  occurs  there  will  be  an  opportunity  for  the  learner  to  reflect  on                 
his/her  behaviour  and  actions  and  the  chance  to  discuss  with  an  adult  how  it  can  be  avoided                  
in   the   future.  
A   serious   incident   is:  

● Where   an   individual   may   cause   harm   to   themself   or   threaten   to   harm   themself   
● One   where   the   result   is   injury   to   someone   in   school   
● Where   damage   to   property   is   caused  
● Stealing  
● Deliberate   or   provocative   racist   or   radicalised   remarks  
● Persistent   bullying  
● Intentional   violence   towards   others  
● General  threats,  behaviours  or  actions  where  the  likelihood  of  any  of  the  above              

occurring   poses   a   likely   risk   to   self   or   others  
 
Where  a  learner  is  involved  in  a  serious  incident,  the  Behaviour  Lead  or  a  member  of  the                  
Senior  Leadership  Team  will  contact  the  parent(s)/carer(s)  by  phone  or  in  person,  to  discuss               
the  incident  and  any  sanctions  that  may  be  necessary.  This  needs  to  be  timely  and  should                 
occur   on   the   same   day.  
 
It  is  recognised  that  all  behaviour  is  communication,  and  the  school  takes  responsibility  to               
support  individuals  (the  perpetrator  and/or  recipient)  and  their  families  to  overcome            
difficulties  that  arise;  and  identify  the  necessary  actions  needed  to  ensure  the  safety  and               
wellbeing  of  all  involved.  This  is  known  as  ‘reasonable  support’  and  this  will  be  unique  to                 
each   individual   and   situation  
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Exclusions  
 
Fixed-term   ‘Cooling-off’   Periods   
Fixed-term  exclusions  are  referred  to  as  cooling-off  periods.  Pierview  Academy  uses            
cooling-off  periods  as  a  last  resort  and  will  always  consider  other  sanctions  before  they  are                
applied.  However,  there  may  be  times  when  a  period  of  cooling-off  is  believed  to  be  the  most                  
effective  and  suitable  strategy.  The  Head  Teacher  will  consider  the  following  before  making              
the   final   decision:  
 

- Incident   Reports   -   which   includes   staff   observations   and/or   record   of   events  
- Previous   incidents   involving   the   learner  
- The   learner’s   Behaviour   Log   
- What   alternative   interventions   are   available/have   been   tried   -   reasonable   support  
- The   information   gathered   from   witnesses  
- Why   a   cooling-off   period   may   be   the   most   suitable   option  

 
The  Head  Teacher  can  decide  on  the  length  of  the  cooling-off  period.  Some  learners  may  be                 
placed  on  progressive  cooling-off  periods,  which  should  follow  a  pattern  of  1,  3,  5  and  7  day.                  
Where  there  have  been  persistent  incidents  over  a  period  of  time  the  learner  may  be  placed                 
on  an  outreach  programme,  be  given  a  reduced  timetable  or  in  extreme  circumstances  a               
permanent  exclusion  may  be  considered  by  the  Head  Teacher  in  consultation  with  members              
of   the   Executive   Board   (see   below).  
 
Where  cooling-off  days  are  applied,  a  member  of  the  Senior  Leadership  Team  should  ensure               
the   following   is   completed:  

- An  exclusion  letter,  which  is  sent  to  parents/carers  and  partner  organisations  e.g.             
social   worker   or   SEN   Officer   

- An   Incident   Report   
- A  Reintegration  Meeting.  This  may  involve  just  the  learner  or  could  include             

parents/carers   and   partner   organisations  
 
Permanent   Exclusions   
Pierview  Academy  uses  permanent  exclusions  as  a  last  resort  and  should  consider  all  other               
sanctions  before  they  are  applied.  A  permanent  exclusion  cannot  be  given  without  the              
consent  of  the  Executive  Board.  For  a  permanent  exclusion  to  be  considered,  Head              
Teachers  must  supply  the  Executive  Board  with  as  much  information  as  possible  in  relation               
to  the  reasons  for  the  permanent  exclusion  and  details  of  what  other  sanctions  have  been                
applied.   
 
Full  details  of  the  permanent  exclusion  should  be  recorded  on  the  learner's  file.  Parents/               
carers   and   the   Local   Authority   should   be   contacted   immediately.   
 
Pierview  Academy  will  consider  Managed  Moves,  if  authorised  by  the  Local  Authority,  to              
support  a  learner  who  would  otherwise  be  permanently  excluded  in  order  to  provide  them               
with  a  fresh  start.  The  move  may  be  to  a  school  who  are  more  able  to  meet  the  learner’s                    
needs.   
 
If  the  Executive  Board  upholds  a  permanent  exclusion,  parents/carers  have  the  right  to              
request  that  their  decision  is  reviewed  by  an  Independent  Review  Panel  (IRP).             
Parents/carers   must   lodge   any   application   for   a   review:  

● within   15   school   days   of   the   notice   being   given   
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● where  an  application  has  not  been  made  within  this  time  frame,  within  15  school  days                
of  the  final  determination  of  a  claim  of  discrimination  under  the Equality  Act  2010  in                
relation   to   the   exclusion  

These  are  strict  deadlines  and  any  application  made  outside  of  the  legal  time  frame  must  be                 
rejected   by   the   Local   Authority/Academy   Trust.  
Parents/carers  may  request  an  IRP  even  if  they  did  not  make  a  case  to,  or  attend,  the                  
meeting   at   which   the   Executive   Board   considered   the   exclusion.  
Parents/carers  must  submit  written  representations  and,  if  applicable,  supporting  evidence,           
when  lodging  their  application.  New  evidence  can  be  submitted  to  the  Independent  Review              
Panel.  However,  when  deciding  whether  to  quash  the  decision,  the  panel  should  only  take               
account  of  evidence  available  to  the  governing  body  at  the  time  of  making  its  decision  not  to                  
reinstate.  The  IRP  is  able  to  take  account  of  evidence  that  they  consider  would,  or  should                 
have  been  available  to  the  Executive  Board  ,  and  that  the  Executive  Board  ought  to  have                 
considered   if   they   had   been   acting   reasonably.  
 
The   Local   Authority/Academy   Trust   must   constitute   the   IRP   with   either   3   or   5   members:  
 

● a   lay   member   to   chair   the   panel;  
● 1  (or  2)  Executive  Board  member(s)  who  have  served  as  a  board  member  for  at                

least  12  consecutive  months  in  the  last  5  years,  provided  they  have  not  been               
Teachers   or   Head   Teachers   during   this   time;   and  

● 1  (or  2)  Head  Teacher(s)  or  individual(s)  who  has/have  been  Head  Teacher(s)  within              
the   last   5   years.  

A  clerk  will  also  be  present  to  provide  advice  to  the  IRP  and  parties  to  the  review  on                   
procedure,  legislation  and  Statutory  Guidance  on  exclusions.  The  clerk  does  not  take  part  in               
the   decision-making   process.  
 
The  role  of  the  IRP  is  to  review  the  Executive  Board's  decision  not  to  reinstate  a                 
permanently  excluded  learner.  In  reviewing  the  decision,  the  IRP  must  consider  the  interests              
and  circumstances  of  the  excluded  learner,  including  the  circumstances  in  which  the  learner              
was  excluded,  and  have  regard  to  the  interests  of  other  learners  and  people  working  at  the                 
school.  
The   IRP   can   decide   to:  
 

● uphold   the   exclusion   decision;  
● recommend    that   the   Executive   Board   reconsiders   their   decision;   or  
● quash  the  decision  and direct  that  the  Executive  Board  considers  the  exclusion             

again.  

When  considering  the  Executive  Board’s  decision,  the  IRP  should  apply  the  following  tests              
which   need   to   be   satisfied   to   quash   the   decision:  
 

● Illegality  –  Did  the  Head  Teacher  and/or  Executive  Board  act  outside  the  scope  of               
their   legal   powers   in   taking   the   decision   to   exclude?  

● Irrationality  –  Did  the  Executive  Board  rely  on  irrelevant  points,  fail  to  take  account               
of  all  relevant  points  or  make  a  decision  so  unreasonable  that  no  governing  board               
acting   reasonably   in   such   circumstances   could   have   made   it?  
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● Procedural  impropriety  –  Was  the  process  of  exclusion  and  the  Executive  Board’s             
consideration   so   unfair   or   flawed   that   justice   was   clearly   not   done?  

If  any  of  these  criteria  are  met,  the  IRP  can  quash  the  decision  of  the  Executive  Board  and                   
direct   that   they   consider   the   exclusion   again.  
Where  the  criteria  for  quashing  a  decision  have  not  been  met,  the  IRP  should  consider                
whether  it  would  be  appropriate  to  recommend  that  an  Executive  Board  reconsiders  their              
decision  not  to  reinstate  the  learner.  This  should  be  used  where  evidence  or  procedural  flaws                
have  been  identified  that  do  not  meet  the  criteria  for  quashing  the  decision  but  which  the  IRP                  
believe   justify   a   reconsideration   of   the   Executive   Board   decision.  
In   all   other   cases   the   IRP   should   uphold   the   exclusion.  
There  is  no  further  right  of  appeal  against  the  decision  of  an  IRP.  However,  if  you  feel  that  the                    
IRP  process  was  unfairly  run,  you  may  be  able  to  take  this  further  by  complaining  about                 
maladministration  by  the  IRP.  A  successful  complaint  may  result  in  a  recommendation  that  a               
new  IRP  should  be  arranged,  but  the  decision  to  uphold  the  exclusion  cannot  be  overturned.                
The   body   this   complaint   should   be   made   to   will   depend   on   the   type   of   school   involved.  
 
 
6.   SUPPORTING   LEARNERS  

 
We  believe  that  those  learners  who  are  hurt,  abused  or  bullied  by  others  in  school  should                 
receive  support.  Learners  should  feel  confident  that  they  have  the  right  to  talk  to  an  adult  in                  
school  if  they  are  affected  by  such  behaviour.  See  the  school’s  Anti-Bullying  Policy  for               
further   information.  
 
The  school  acknowledges  it’s  legal  responsibilities  and  duties  under  the  Equality  Act  2010  in               
respect  of  safeguarding  and  in  respect  of  learners  with  SEN  and  will  take  the  appropriate                
action   in   response   to   any   concerns.  
 
Some  support  may  involve  changes  to  the  individual’s  learning  environment,  outreach  and/or             
a   reduced   timetable.   
 
 
Policy   reviewed   August   2021  
 
Next   review   date:    August   2022  
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Appendix   i    -   ARE   Tracker  
 
The   tables   below   lists   the   criteria   for   the   Attendance/Respect/Effort   (ARE)   credits.  
 
Attendance   -   A  
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1   =   Outstanding   ● Learner   arrives   to   classroom   on   time  
● Learner   remains   in   classroom   for   the   duration  

of   the   lesson  
● Learner   leaves   the   classroom   when  

dismissed   by   the   teacher   at   the   end   of   the  
lesson  

2   =   Good  ● Learner   arrives   to   classroom   on   time  
● Learner   asks   for   permission   if   they   need   to  

leave   the   classroom   -   they   then   quickly   return  
● Learner   remains   in   classroom   for   over   80%   of  

the   lesson  

3   =   Acceptable  ● Learner   is   up   to   5   minutes   late   to   the  
classroom  

● Learner   leaves   the   classroom   but   soon  
returns  

● Learner   remains   in   the   classroom   for   over  
50%   of   the   lesson   

4   =   Poor  ● Learner   is   over   10   minutes   late   to   the   lesson  
● Learner   continually   leaves   the   classroom  

without   permission   
● Learner   leaves   the   classroom   and   does   not  

return  

5   =   Unacceptable  ● Learner   does   not   attend   any   of   the   lesson  



 
 
Respect   -   R  
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1   =   Outstanding   ● Continual   positive   engagement   with   peers  
and   staff   for   the   duration   of   the   lesson  

● Kind   and   respectful   language   used  
throughout  

● Followed   all   instruction   given   by   staff  
● Respected   learning   environment   

2   =   Good  ● At   least   3   instances   of   positive   engagement  
with   peers   and   staff   during   lesson  

● Mostly   followed   instruction   given   by   staff   with  
minimal   prompting  

● Respected   learning   environment   

3   =   Acceptable  ● Prompting   required   to   be   mindful   of   behaviour  
(once   given   this   was   then   followed   by   learner)  

● Respected   learning   environment   

4   =   Poor  ● Repeated   disruption   of   lesson   (e.g.   calling  
out,   inappropriate   language,   refusal   to   listen  
to   instructions)  

● Misuse   of   learning   environment   

5   =   Unacceptable  ● Continual   inappropriate   language   throughout  
the   lesson  

● Continual   disruption   of   lesson   (e.g.   calling  
out,   inappropriate   language,   refusal   to   listen  
to   instructions)  

● Continual   negative   engagement   with   peers  
and   staff   for   the   duration   of   the   lesson  

● Continual   refusal   to   listen   to   instructions  
● Misuse   of   learning   environment   



 
 
Effort   -   E  
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1   =   Outstanding   ● Continual   positive   attitude   to   learning  
throughout   lesson  

● Willingness   to   try   all   learning   activities   to   best  
of   abilities  

● Working   independently   

2   =   Good  ● Willingness   to   take   part   in   all   learning  
activities   to   best   of   abilities  

● Mostly   working   independently   

3   =   Acceptable  ● Some   reliance   on   prompting   and   assistance  
from   staff   (based   on   motivation   to   learn    not  
ability)  

4   =   Poor  ● Continual   non-engagement   in   learning  
activities  

● Learning   activities   not   completed   to   baseline  
standards   for   learner  

5   =   Unacceptable  ● Unwillingness   to   take   part   in   any   of   the  
learning   activities  



Appendix   ii   -   Enrichment   Programme   
The   aim   of   the   Pierview   Enrichment   programme   is   to   provide   all   learners   with:  

● Incentives   to   succeed   and   the   recognition   of   achievements  
● A  positive  environment  to  develop  social-emotional  skills  through  collaborative  work           

and   group   activities  
● Possibilities  to  experience  and  take  part  in  new  activities  -  to  extend  learning              

opportunities  
● A  chance  to  study  at  greater  depth  and  complexity,  whilst  pursuing  areas  of  interest               

and   strength  
● Opportunities   to   extend   education   and   learning   beyond   the   classroom  
● Fun  learning  opportunities  to  help  learners  concentrate,  engage  more  and  develop            

problem-solving   skills   
 

Enrichment  at  Pierview  is  made  up  of  four  parts;  the  aim  for  all  parts  to  work  together  to                   
enable  all  learners  the  opportunity  to  engage  in  activities  that  provide  an  ‘enriching’              
experience.   
 
Four   Part   Enrichment   Programme:  
 
1.   Weekly   External   Activity  
 
Each  Monday,  a  specific  learner  group  will  choose  an  external  activity  from  a  selection               
offered.  Each  learner  will  have  the  opportunity  to  attend  this  activity  on  the  Friday  during  the                 
Enrichment  session.  This  will  be  worked  towards  throughout  the  week  with  progress             
reflected  on  the  ARE  Tracker.  Learners  that  achieve  green  and  amber  throughout  the  week               
will   have   this   recognised   by   being   able   to   attend.   
 
Any  reds  will  need  to  be  considered  and  reflected  upon  on  the  day  with  the  Form  Tutor  in                   
collaboration  with  the  Behaviour  Lead.  Any  individualised,  SMART  targets  alongside  the            
ARE   Tracker   data   and   Behaviour   Logs   will   also   determine   attendance   on   this   trip.   
 
The  external  activities  will  cycle  through  each  group  each  week,  on  a  consecutive  basis  e.g.                
Group   1   Week   1,   Group   2   Week   2   etc.  
 
2.   Weekly   Whole   School   Challenge  
 
Each  week,  for  the  other  groups  that  are  remaining  in  school,  the  first  half  of  the  Enrichment                  
Session   will   consist   of   a   weekly,   whole-school   challenge.   
 
 
3.   Weekly   Elected   Group   Activity  
 
The  second  half  of  the  Enrichment  Session  will  consist  of  a  weekly,  elected  group  activity.                
Each  learner  will  choose  an  activity  from  a  selection  offered  on  Monday,  that  they  will  take                 
part   in   for   the   second   half   of   the   Enrichment   Session.   
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4.   Termly   School   Trip  
 
The  end  of  term  trip  will  be  offered  to  learners  to  work  towards  throughout  the  term.                 
Individualised  learner  SMART  targets  alongside  ARE  Tracker  data  will  determine  attendance            
on   this   trip.   
 
All  participation  and  engagement  with  the  Enrichment  Programme  is  dependent  on  positive             
behaviour   throughout   the   week   as   reflected   on   the   ARE   tracker   and   Behaviour   Logs.   
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Appendix   iii  
  C onsequences   for   Learners   for   Poor   Behaviour   Choices   

Related,   Reasonable   and   Restorative   Approach   
 

Pierview  Academy  recognises  the  importance  of  teaching  all  learners  the  value  of  Respect              
and  individual/personal  responsibility.  Therefore,  we  have  created  a  helpful  toolkit  in  order  to              
allow  learners  to  have  prior  knowledge  of  consequences  that  may  be  applied  if  poor  choices                
are   made.   
  
Pierview  Academy  ensures  each  learner  is  treated  as  an  individual.  Therefore,  any             
consequences  are  specific  to  that  learner.  We  take  into  consideration  an  individual’s  special              
educational  needs,  personal  circumstances,  past  behaviours,  remorse  they  show,  reasons           
for   the   behaviour   etc.   before   any   consequences   are   applied.   
 
Respect  for  others,  self,  learning  and  our  school  and  the  wider  environment  forms  the               
rationale  of  our  Behaviour  Policy.  Behaviours  are  managed  using Related,  Reasonable  and             
Restorative  consequences  ( R-R-R  approach),  which  are  tailored  fairly  to  meet  each            
learner’s   individual   needs.   
 
Following  poor  behaviour,  learners  will  be  offered  reasonable  support  by  a  staff  member  in               
order  to  improve  within  a  specific  time  frame.  Further  refusal  to  do  so  will  lead  to  a R-R-R                   
consequence  to  be  implemented  by  the  school's  Behaviour  Lead.  In  the  unfortunate  event              
that  the  learner’s  behaviour  does  not  improve  or  escalates,  the  Senior  Leadership  Team  will               
be   consulted   and   further   consequences   will   be   made   at   their   discretion.  
 
Below   are   examples   of   poor   behaviour   choices   and   the   school’s   approach   to   ensure   that  
reasonable   consequences   are   followed,   to   enable   positive   behaviours   to   be   restored:  
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Behaviour  Consequence   Outcome  

Absconding  
 

● The   learner’s   safety   is   to   be  
managed   as   the   first   priority.  
This   may   involve;  
1.   input   from   external   agencies  
2.   in   emergencies   a   call   to   the  
Police   (101   or   999)   as  
determined   by   the   learner’s  
Risk   Assessment   and/or   Safety  
Plan.  
 

The   following   consequences   apply  
once   the   learner   has   safely   returned   to  
school:  

 
● Behaviour   Lead   /   SMT   to  

discuss   and   understand   the  

Learner   remains   in  
school   during   school  
hours.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers..  
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reasons   for   the   abscondence.  
And   to   make   explicit   to   the  
learners   the   risks   and   possible  
negative   consequences   of   their  
actions.  
 

● The   learner’s   pass   will   be  
deactivated/removed   from   them  
for   a   fixed   period   of   time   during  
which   the   learner   will   engage  
with   a   piece   of   work   that   shows  
their   understanding   of   the  
inherent   risks   and   sets   out  
alternative   strategies   to   manage  
the   want   to   abscond.  
 

● Parents/carers   will   be   contacted  
and   asked   to   discuss   with   the  
learner   respecting   and   following  
rules   that   keep   them   and   others  
safe.  

 

Attendance   
Refusing   to   attend   a  
lesson  

● Work   to   be   completed   at  
lunchtime,   during   end   of   day  
Tutor   Time   or   GMS.  

 
● Subject   Tutor   and/or   Form   Tutor  

to   discuss   with   the   learner.  

The   learner   will   attend  
lessons   and   remain   in  
the   classroom   for   the  
duration   of   the   lesson.  
 
The   learner   will   only  
leave   the   classroom  
when   dismissed   by   a  
staff   member.  

Attendance  
Persistently   refusing  
to   attend   lessons  

● Subject   Teacher/Tutor   to  
discuss   and   understand   the  
reasons   for   the   lesson   refusal.  
 

● Subject   Teacher/Tutor   to   review  
their   planning   to   ensure   the  
interests   and   needs   of   the  
individual   learner   are   met.  
Discuss    the   plans   with   the  
learner   and   their   Form  
Tutor/Key   Worker   to   encourage  
the   individual   to   re-engage   with  
their   learning   eg.   prior   to   the  
lesson,   remind   the   learner   what  
you   have   planned   for   them   to   do  
in   the   lesson.  

 
● Teacher/Tutor   to   set  

The   learner   will   attend  
and   engage   in   lessons,  
remaining   in   the  
classroom   for   the  
duration   of   the   lesson.  
 
The   learner   will   only  
leave   the   classroom  
when   dismissed   by   a  
staff   member.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
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personalised,   SMART   targets  
with   the   learner   to  
support/re-engage   them   with  
the   lessons.   These   should   be  
shared   with   their   Form  
Tutor/Key   Worker.  
 

● Teacher/Tutor   to   consider   the  
strategies   needed   to   support  
learning   in   the   classroom   for  
their   subject   lessons.  
 

● In   the   learner   continues   to  
refuse   to   attend   lessons,  
despite   the   additional   support  
and   strategies   to   re-engage  
them   with   learning,   the  
Teacher/Tutor   will   consider  
alternative   methods   of   support  
eg.   intervention   outside   the  
classroom.   At   this   point   they   will  
inform   parents/carers.  

Bullying  
and   bullying  
behaviours   not  
respecting   the  
protected  
characteristics  
Discrimination:  
your   rights  

● The   school   operates   a  
zero-tolerance   policy   in   that   all  
comments   and   behaviours  
contravening   people’s   rights,  
that   are   discriminatory   or   which  
do   not   value   diversity   in   the  
spirit   of   the   legislation   are  
challenged   immediately   with  
clear   explanation   given   that   is  
understood   by   the   learner.  
 

● Learners   are   reminded   of   the  
expectations   for   their   behaviour  
and   attitudes   towards   others,  
both   in   school   and   in   wider  
society.  

 
● Form   Tutor/Key   Worker   to  

discuss   the   incidences   and  
attitudes   with   the   learner.   It   is  
recognised   that   perpetrators   will  
often   need   one   or   more   of   the  
following:    guidance,  
re-education,   pastoral   support  
and   counselling.   The   focus   of  
discussion   should   be   on   the  
behaviour   of   the   perpetrator  

The   learner’s   behaviours  
are   more   inclusive   and  
respectful.   The   learner  
engages   positively   in  
discussions   and  
activities   that   help   them  
develop   attitudes   that  
value   diversity.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
 

https://www.gov.uk/discrimination-your-rights
https://www.gov.uk/discrimination-your-rights
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rather   than   about   the   person.  
 

● Restorative   Justice   is  
scheduled   and   supported   at   a  
time   appropriate   to   the   offender  
and   the   perpetrator.  

 
● Parents/Carers   will   be   informed  

and   in   extreme   cases   outside  
agencies   such   as   the   Police,  
Racial   Equality   Councils,  
specialist   organisations   or   local  
community   groups   may   be  
involved.  
 

Computers  
Misuse/inappropriate  
use   of   ICT  

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
Expectations   for   Learners  
2021/22   -   Pierview  
Expectations   for   Learners  

 
● If   the   learner   persistently  

refuses   to   use   the   computers  
appropriately   (including   during  
break   times)   they   will   be  
reminded   that   their   access  
rights   can   be   limited   or   revoked.  
 

● Parents/carers   will   be   contacted  
and   asked   to   discuss   the  
appropriate   use   of   computers  
with   their   child/young   person.  

The   learner   will  
acknowledge   that  
computers   are   primarily  
a   learning   resource   and  
their   use   of   them   will  
reflect   this.   If   using  
computers   to   listen   to  
music,   it   will   be  
appropriate   to   school.  
During   a   lesson,  
listening   to   music   is   at  
the   express   permission  
of   that   Teacher/Tutor.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
 

Damage   
Breaking  
equipment/damage  
to   property,   including  
graffiti  

● Where   it   appears   that   damage  
to   equipment   or   property   is  
likely   to   occur,   staff   will   remind  
learners   of   the   expectation   to  
respect   others   and   the   learning  
environment,   and   that   an  
immediate   change   in   behaviour  
is   therefore   expected.   
 

● The   learner   will   be   offered   an  
appropriate   distraction   or   space  
to   manage   their   emotions   more  
appropriately.   Staff   will   discuss  
with   the   learner   the   triggers   for  
their   behaviour   and   how   they  

The   learner   shows  
respect   for  
equipment/property   and  
uses   it   appropriately.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsi/carers.  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
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can   best   be   supported   to  
ensure   they   and   others   remain  
in   a   safe   learning   environment.  

 
● If   the   behaviour  

continues/escalates   or   if  
damage   occurs   before   the  
above   can   be   implemented   the  
equipment   will   be   removed   from  
the   learner   or   the   learner  
removed   from   the  
equipment/space.   The   learner  
will   then   be   supported   to  
manage   their   emotions   and,  
when   ready,   to   reflect   on   the  
situation   before   their  
reintegration.  
 

● If   the   learner   is   thought   to   be   at  
risk   or   at   risk   of   harming   others  
or   further   damage   to   property,  
parents/carers   may   be   called  
so   that   they   can   be   sent   home  
for   a   ‘cooling   off’   period   (fixed  
term   exclusion).  
 

● Staff   that   witnessed   the   incident  
will   complete   an   Incident   Report  
and   share   with   the   Behaviour  
Lead   and   SLT.  
 

● Parents/carers   will   be   contacted  
and   asked   to   discuss  
respecting   equipment   and  
property.   Any   other   concerns  
identified   will   be   added   to   the  
Incident   Report.  
 

● In   some   circumstances   the  
school   may   ask   the   learner   to  
be   involved   with   rectifying   the  
damage;   the   cost   of  
repair/replacement   may   also   be  
discussed   with   the   parents   or  
carers.   

 
● SLT   may   consider   reporting   any  

criminal   damage   to   the   police.   

Dangerous   items   ● In   the   company   of   a   colleague,  To   ensure   everyone   in  
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Bringing  
inappropriate/  
dangerous  
items/equipment   into  
school  
 

the   Behaviour   Lead   or   SLT   will  
ask   the   individual   learner   to  
hand   over   the   item,   which   will  
then   be   stored   in   a   secure  
place.  

 
● An   appropriate   adult   will   speak  

with   the   individual   to   determine  
why   they   are   carrying   the  
inappropriate/dangerous  
item/equipment,   making   the  
danger   to   the   learner   and   others  
explicitly   understood.  
 

● Parents/Carers   will   be   informed.  
 

● If   deemed   necessary   it   will   be  
agreed   that   the   individual   will  
have   their   bag/person  
searched/wanded   when   they  
arrive   at   school    -   this   will   be  
added   to   their   Risk   Assessment  
and   shared   with   all   staff.   When  
it   is   no   longer   considered  
necessary   to   search/wand   the  
learner,   their   Risk   Assessment  
will   be   further   updated   and  
shared   with   staff.  
 

● In   relation   to   Section    139A   of  
the   Criminal   Justice   Act   1988  
any   learner(s)   carrying   any  
article   with   a   blade   or   sharp  
point   or   an   offensive   weapon  
will   be   reported   to   the    police  
immediately   so   the   school    can  
seek   further   advice.   Call   999   if  
there   is   immediate   danger   to  
life,   threat   of   violence,   injury   to   a  
person   or   damage   to   property.  
Where   the   risk   is   not  
immediate,   but   a   learner   has  
been   found   in   possession   of   a  
weapon,   then   101   is   called.   The  
school   will   also   liaise   with   the  
PCSO   for   further   learner  
education.  
 

● Interventions   are   required   to  
support   learner(s)   maturity,  

the   school   and   the  
community   is   safe   from  
harm.  
 
All   of   our   young   people  
develop   a   sense   of  
personal   responsibility.  
 
The   serious   nature   of  
weapon-related   crime   is  
understood.  
 
Where   trust   has   been  
lost,   restoration   of  
relationships.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
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behaviour,   resisting   temptation,  
peer   pressure,   criminal  
behaviour,   consequences   and  
the   risk   of   harm.   This   will   help  
them   to   develop   a   sense   of  
personal   responsibility.  
 

● Where   the   Risk   Assessment  
has   deemed   it   possible   for   the  
learner   to   return   to   school,  
relationships   and   trust   will   need  
to   be   restored.  
 

● In   some   incidents,   SLT   may  
deem   it   necessary   to   contact  
parents/carers,   the   Local  
Authority   and   any   other   relevant  
stakeholders   to   permanently  
exclude   the   individual.  

Disruption  
Disrupting   Learning   

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
expectations   which   support  
behaviour   for   learning   (See  
Appendix   i   -   ARE   Tracker)  

             and   keep   the   learner   safe.   
 

● The   ARE   tracker   descriptors  
are   used   to   help   the   learner  
identify   the   steps   needed   to  
re-engage   with   learning.  

The   learner  
demonstrates   better  
behaviour   for   learning  
and   makes   good   use   of  
strategies   to   help   them  
achieve   this.   The   learner  
allows   and   enables   their  
peers   to   do   the   same.  

Door   entry   /   exit  
system   -   student  
passes  

● A   staff   member   will   remind   the  
learner   of   the   expectation   that  
they   correctly   use   their   pass   to  
enter   and   exit   permissible   parts  
of   the   school;   and   not   release  
doors   using   emergency   exit  
systems.   Learners   will   be  
reminded   of   the   importance   of  
keeping   themselves   safe   and  
the   school   being   a   safe,   secure  
environment.  

 
● The   learner’s   pass   will   be  

deactivated/removed   from   them  
for   a   fixed   period   of   time.  
 

● Parents/carers   will   be   contacted  
and   asked   to   discuss   with   the  
learner   respecting   and   following  
rules   that   keep   them   and   others  

The   learner   uses   their  
pass   appropriately   and  
door   exit/entry   systems  
are   used   correctly.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
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safe.  

Drugs   and   Alcohol   
 
T his   point   covers   the  
use   and   misuse   of   all  
psychoactive  
substances   by   learners.  
Substances   covered   by  
the   term   drugs   in   this  
policy   include   illegal  
drugs,   tobacco,   alcohol,  
solvents   and  
prescription   or  
over-the-counter-medici 
nes   (used   for   purposes  
other   than   those   for  
which   they   were  
prescribed/intended).  
The   definition   of   a   drug  
given   by   the   United  
Nations   Office   on   Drugs  
and   Crime   is:   ‘A  
substance   people   take  
to   change   the   way   they  
feel,   think   or   behave’  

● Pierview   operates   a  
zero-tolerance   policy   towards  
drug   use   or   supply   on   the  
premises,   this   will   include  
students   arriving   under   the  
influence   of   substances.  
Pierview   will   always   act   to  
support   learners   to   uphold  
British   law.  
 

● Suspected   Intoxication:    If   a  
learner   is   found   to   be,   or  
suspected   of   being,   under   the  
influence   of   drugs   or   alcohol   a  
member   of   SLT   will   be   notified,  
any   named   social   worker  
contacted   and   the   learner’s  
family   and   home   institution  
informed.   The   learner   will   be  
referred   to   the   local   substance  
misuse   service    KMPT   Drugs  
and   alcohol   
 

● Suspected   Possession   of  
Alcohol   or   Drugs:    If   a   member  
of   staff   suspects   that   a   learner  
is   in   possession   of   alcohol   or  
drugs   they   will   inform   a   member  
of   SLT.   The   SLT   member   will  
ask   the   student   to   empty   their  
pockets   or   bags.   If   the   learner  
refuses,   parents,   carer   or   social  
worker   and   the   police   may   be  
contacted   to   conduct   the  
search.   
 

● School   to   refer   the   learner   to  
KMPT   Drugs   and   alcohol    for  
support,    assessment   and  
onward   referral   where  
appropriate.   If,   however,   the  
substance   discovered   was   a  
Class   A   drug   (eg.heroine,  
cocaine,   Ecstasy,   LSD),  
Pierview   will   consider   taking  
steps   to   exclude   whilst   at   the  
same   time   referring   the   learner  
for   support.  

Engagement   in   a  
comprehensive  
programme   of  
rehabilitation,   that   also  
respects   the   law.  
 
Development   of   a  
healthy   lifestyle  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
 

https://www.kmpt.nhs.uk/information-and-advice/alcohol-and-substance-misuse/
https://www.kmpt.nhs.uk/information-and-advice/alcohol-and-substance-misuse/
https://www.kmpt.nhs.uk/information-and-advice/alcohol-and-substance-misuse/
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Inappropriate  
Language  
 

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
the   ‘General   Conduct’   element  
of   the   Expectation   for   Learners  
2021/22   -   Pierview  
Expectations   for   Learners   

 
● Learners   will   be   encouraged   to  

consider   the   impact   of   their  
words   on   others   and   consider  
more   appropriate   use   of  
language  
 

● If   poor   language   persists   the  
learners'   parents/carers   will   be  
contacted   and   this   may   affect  
their   entitlement   to   participate   in  
the   weekly   Enrichment  
activities.  

The   use   of   poor  
language   to   cease.  
 
 
 

Medication  
Refusal   to   take  
medication  

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
Expectations   for   Learners   in   terms  
of   looking   after   their   health   in   order  
that   they   are   able   to   participate   fully  
and   comfortably   in   their   school  
day.   Learners   requiring   medication  
should   be   medicated   before  
entering   the   school   environment.  

 
● If   a   learner   has   declined   their  

medication   and   it   impacts   on   their  
learning   (behaviour   or   tiredness  
etc)   or   the   learning   of   others,   then  
they   may   need   to   be   sent   home.  

 
● If   the   learner   persistently   refuses   to  

take   their   medication,   they   will   be  
informed   that   their   parents/carers  
will   be   contacted   and   asked   to  
support   their   young   person   with  
regard   to   medication.  

 
● Support   parents/carers   accessing  

support   from   health   professionals.  

The   learner   takes   their  
medication   in   school   as  
scheduled.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
 

Mobile   Phones   
Refusal   to   hand   over  
mobile   phone   

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
Expectations   for   Learners    2021/22  
-   Pierview   Expectations   for  
Learners   

 

The   learner’s   phone   will  
be   stored   safely   during  
the   school   day   to   ensure  
that   they   are   not   a  
distraction   to   learning.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
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● If   the   learner   persistently  
refuses   to   hand   over   their  
mobile   phone,   they   will   be  
informed   that   their  
parents/carers   will   be   contacted  
and   asked   to   keep   their   phone  
at   home   unless   they   follow   the  
school   rule.  

 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
 

Mobile   Phones  
Post-16s  
inappropriate   use   of  
mobile   phones   

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
Expectations   for   Learners  
2021/22   -   Pierview  
Expectations   for   Learners   

 
● If   the   learner   persistently  

refuses   to   hand   over   their  
mobile   phone,   they   will   be  
informed   that   their  
parents/carers   will   be   contacted  
and   asked   to   reinforce   the  
school   rule   to   their   child/young  
person.  

For   Post-16s   to   respect  
the   privilege   of   being  
able   to   have   their   mobile  
phone   and   use   it  
appropriately   in   the  
Post-16   suite,   so   that   it  
is   not   a   distraction   to  
learning.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents.  
/carers  

Offsite  
Poor   offsite  
behaviour  

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
Expectations   for   Learners  
2021/22   -   Pierview  
Expectations   for   Learners .  
Expectations   discussed   with  
learners   in   the   context   of   the  
specific   setting   and   the  
expectations   for   behaviour   and  
learning.   The   expected   next  
steps   to   improve   behaviour   and  
make   amends   are   outlined   for  
the   learner;   this   may   include  
work   around   how   the   public   can  
respond   to   poor   behaviour.   

 
● Learners   advised   that   the  

continuation   of   unacceptable   or  
poor   behaviour   will   result   in   a  
loss   of   opportunities   on   that   day,  
a   return   to   school   (where  
applicable)   or   ultimately   a  
temporary   or   permanent   loss   of  
offsite   learning   opportunities/  
experiences.  

 
● Parents/Carers   will   be   informed.  

 

The   learner’s   behaviour  
supports   their   learning  
and   the   learning   of  
others.   Their   behaviour  
does   not   have   a  
negative   impact   on   their  
immediate   environment  
or   other   people.  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
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Physical   harm   or  
assault  

● All   physical   harm,   irrespective  
of   the   level   of   severity,   is   not  
tolerated.  

 
● Consequences   will   be  

dependent   on   the   incident   (ie.  
deliberate   or   accidental   harm)  
and   the   severity   of   the   physical  
harm   to   the   victim(s).  

 
● Learners   are   reminded   to   keep  

themselves   to   themselves   and  
not   use   physical   means   to  
communicate   feelings.  

To   ensure   everyone   in  
the   school   and   the  
community   is   safe   from  
harm.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
 

Racial   Comments  
and   comments   not  
respecting   the  
protected  
characteristics  
Discrimination:  
your   rights  
 
(Constant   racial   or  
discriminatory  
comments   are  
classed   as   bullying   -  
see   above)  

● The   school   operates   a  
zero-tolerance   policy   in   that   all  
comments   and   behaviours  
contravening   people’s   rights,  
that   are   discriminatory   or   which  
do   not   value   diversity   in   the  
spirit   of   the   legislation   are  
challenged   immediately   with  
clear   explanation   given   that   is  
understood   by   the   learner.  
 

● Learners   are   reminded   of   the  
expectations   for   their   behaviour  
and   attitudes   towards   others,  
both   in   school   and   in   wider  
society.  

 
● Form   Tutor/Key   Worker   to  

discuss   with   the   learner.   It   is  
recognised   that   perpetrators   will  
often   need   pastoral   support   and  
counselling.   The   focus   of  
discussion   should   be   on   the  
behaviour   of   the   perpetrator  
rather   than   the   person,  
explaining   how   racism   works  
through   the   stereotyping   of   an  
individual   and   reinforcing   at   all  
times   the   school’s   position   and  
rules   on   racism.   
 

● In   the   cases   where,   despite  
reflection   and   support,  
persistent   abuse   occurs   the  
learner   may   require   a  

The   learner’s   behaviours  
are   more   inclusive   and  
respectful.   The   learner  
engages   positively   in  
discussions   and  
activities   that   help   them  
develop   attitudes   that  
value   diversity.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
Pierview’s   Policy  
supports   both   the  
perpetrator   and   the  
victim.  
 

https://www.gov.uk/discrimination-your-rights
https://www.gov.uk/discrimination-your-rights
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cooling-off   day.  
 
● Parents/Carers   will   be   informed  

and   in   extreme   cases   outside  
agencies   such   as   the   Police,  
Racial   Equality   Councils,   local  
community   groups   may   be  
involved.  
 

Refusal   -   
Refusing   to   follow  
instructions  

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
expectations   which   support  
behaviour   for   learning   (See  
Appendix   i   -   ARE   Tracker)  

             and   keep   the   learner   safe.  
 
● The   school   operates   a   2   strikes  

and   out   approach.   I.e.   the  
individual   will   be   guided   and  
reminded   to   listen   and   to   follow  
instructions   twice.   If   the   learner  
does   not   respond   to   these  
requests   the   Behaviour   Lead   or  
a   member   of   SLT   will   be   called  
to   remove   the   learner   to   avoid  
further   disruption   to   learning.  
 

● Once   the   learner   is   away   from  
the   learning   group,   they   will   be  
given   the   opportunity   to   reflect  
and   to   discuss   the   reasons   for  
the   behaviour.   Expectations   will  
be   clarified   to   prepare   them   to  
re-engage   with   learning.  
 

● The   Form   Tutor/Key   Worker   will  
inform   the   parents/carers   at   the  
end   of   the   school   day.  

The   learner   will   follow   all  
instructions   given   by  
staff.  

Smoking   -  
cigarettes   or   vaping   
Smoking  
immediately   outside  
the   school   premises  
 
(For   drugs   see   Drugs  
and   Alcohol)  

It   is   illegal   for:  

● All   smoking-related   equipment  
will   be   confiscated   if   on   view   at  
any   other   time   than   an  
approved   smoking   break.  
 

● The   learner   is   reminded:   that  
Pierview   is   a   Healthy   School  
which   discourages   any   form   of  
smoking   because   of   the   impact  
on   health,   and   of   the   rules  
around   smoking.   If   a   learner  
smokes   (with   parental   consent  

Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
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-retailers   to   sell  
electronic   cigarettes  
(e-cigarettes)   or  
e-liquids   to   someone  
under   18.  
-for   adults   to   buy   (or  
try   to   buy)   tobacco  
products   or  
e-cigarettes   for  
someone   under   18.  
-For   people   under   16  
to   smoke.  

 

if   under   18)   smoking   breaks  
should   be   taken   where   they   do  
not   impact   on   learning   time,   are  
approved   by   a   member   of   staff  
and   are   in   the   immediate   vicinity  
but   away   from   school   premises.  

 
● The   learner’s   risk   assessment  

will   be   updated   where   they   are  
of   smoking   age   and   are   taking   a  
short   walk   to   do   so.  
 

● Under-age   smoking:   smoking  
equipment   will   be   confiscated  
and   handed   to   parents/carers.  
Parents/carers   will   be   directed  
to   advice   supporting   the   learner  
to   quit.   Key   Workers/Form  
Tutors   will   support   the   learner   in  
this   process.   During   the  
academic   year   support   will   be  
offered   via   the   PSHE  
curriculum.  
 

● Parents/Carers   will   be   informed  
and   in   extreme   cases   outside  
agencies   such   as   the   Police,  
Racial   Equality   Councils,   local  
community   groups   may   be  
involved.  

Threatening   others  
Verbal   threat   or   threat  
to   physically   harm  
 
(A   constant   threat   to  
cause   physical   harm  
to   another   is   classed  
as   bullying )  

● Staff   to   reiterate   and   reinforce  
the   ‘General   Conduct’   element  
of   the   Expectation   for   Learners  
2021/22   -   Pierview  
Expectations   for   Learners   

 
● Learners   are   encouraged   to  

acknowledge   the   emotional  
impact   of   their   threats   and  
make   amends   with   the   victim.  
 

● The   expected   next   steps   to  
improve   behaviour   are   agreed.  

Threatening   comments  
and/or   actions   cease.  
 
Define,   agree   and  
reinforce   the  
responsibilities   of  
parents/carers.  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qhbVHDHffN6wNdavfx1XxgbbnMP7G5V6iMvh-IkiCQ/edit


Individualised   consequences   (Specific   and   meaningful   to   the   learner   )   
 
 

Name   _______________________________  
 

 
I   have   read   and   understand   Pierview   Academies   RRR   (Related,   Reasonable   and  
Restorative)   approach   and   both   the   generic   and   specific   consequences   that   may   apply   if   my  
behaviour   does   not   meet   expectations.   
 
Learner   Name   :   __________________________________________________  
 
Signed   __________________________________   Date   __________________  
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